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Sir — The rising cost of journals and
difficulties associated with hybrid journals
limit access to knowledge by scientists in
poorer countries1. The economic and
technical difficulties that contribute to the
North to South knowledge gap will not be
resolved until alternative mechanisms for
the distribution of information are
developed and scientific societies take steps
to revise the present tradition. Until then,
scientists in developing nations will
continue to be disenfranchised.

Although the North to South gap is
widely acknowledged, the gap from the
South to the North is less appreciated. Yet
this deprives the global scientific
community of much essential information
from developing countries. It is caused by
problems faced by publishers in these
countries in meeting the costs of printing
and distributing their peer-reviewed
journals. Scientists in such regions have
difficulty publishing in high profile
journals. As Richard Horton, editor of The
Lancet, has said, “The invisibility to which
mainstream science publishing condemns
much Third World research thwarts the
efforts of poor countries to strengthen their

journals — and the quality of research — in
regions that most need them”.

Fortunately, electronic publishing can
resolve many of these problems (see Briefing,
page 195). The feasibility of this has been
shown by organizations such as the
Electronic Publishing Trust for Development
(EPT)2 and workshops organized by the
British Council3. The EPT has facilitated the
online publication of 16 peer-reviewed
bioscience journals in Africa, Asia, Central
and South America. With a small
investment, publishers can readily learn to
prepare their publications in web-
compatible format and benefit from the
increased visibility. The independence so
gained allows developing countries to
establish their own distribution sites, so
strengthening their science base.

Thanks to online journals much
previously unknown research now forms
part of the international knowledge base.
The heightened awareness that electronic
distribution provides leads to renewed
enthusiasm for publishing in local journals,
and the sense of isolation often felt by the
scientific community begins to diminish.

The gap from North to South will take

time to close as new mechanisms are
developed and attitudes change. The gap
from South to North can be closed more
swiftly since the technology is easy and low
cost and, importantly, access to the Internet
is not immediately essential if partnerships
can be made with non-profit facilitating
organizations and scientific societies.
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Close the South–North knowledge gap

Luddites must not block
progress in genetics

Sir — You report Monsanto’s indecision
about promoting its ‘terminator’
technology for sterilizing crop seed (Nature
396, 503; 1998). Terminator is becoming a
classic case of ‘transnational Luddism’.  

Monsanto will profit most if the
technology spreads to developing
countries, reducing their need to import
grain. Monsanto’s self-interest in exporting
seed technology is the opposite to the
economic interests of North American
farmers who produce most of the world’s
grain exports. Opponents of technology
transfer — including the ‘prairie’ non-
governmental organization (NGO), the
Rural Advancement Foundation
International mentioned in your report —
sensibly try to protect American grain
exports by lobbying worldwide against
Monsanto. It seems that national economic
interests are best met by developing
‘terminator’ and, more widely, the
technology of genetically modified
organisms (GMOs), yourself and then
persuading competitors overseas not to use
them by exporting Luddite anti-technology
scaremongering.

Why all  the fuss now about sterile seed?

For several millennia farmers have
propagated bananas clonally, producing
sterile triploids — ‘terminated’ bananas.
No-one can steal farmer-varieties by
planting banana seed: banana farmers are
well in advance of Monsanto in protecting
intellectual property.

As for GMOs, for more than 5,000 years
wheat has been a genetic monster with
entire ‘alien’ complements of genes from
three species. This wide hybridization
allowed wheat to spread to just about
everywhere on the agricultural frontier. If
plant breeders tried to repeat this miracle
now to feed developing countries there
would be an outcry from Luddite NGOs
and conservationists: research would be
halted, and there would be no food for
more than a billion people.

Farmers in developing countries do not
need the NGO mixture of paternalism and
export protectionism, disguised as ‘in the
farmers’ interests’. It is patronizing to claim
that farmers will be ‘hooked’ on sterile seed
technology: they will make rational
decisions in their own interests. And one
suspects that Third World farmers do not
relish the role assigned to them by these
NGOs of museum-keepers of obsolete
varieties for our plant breeding needs.
David Wood
13 Herons Quay, Milnthorpe,
Cumbria LA7 7HW, UK

Computers and the
copyright conundrum

Sir — The News report entitled “Personal
computers spur drive to keep control over
copyright” appears to misapprehend
important aspects of copyright law (Nature
396, 293; 1998).

It describes universities and publishers
as battling over the copyright to
contributions by academic authors and
states: “One of the main issues of concern is
how to maintain the peer-review
certification process. . . while allowing
electronic publishing to disseminate
scholarly work more widely.” But the
connection between peer review and
copyright is far from obvious. Peer review
does not depend in any important way on
who owns the copyright. Under long-
standing tradition, the mere submission of
a manuscript for publication in a peer-
reviewed journal grants an implied licence
to make the adjustments called for by the
peer-review process. In any event, the
publishers could demand such a licence
expressly, without demanding a transfer of
the entire copyright to the article.

The real issue is: will electronic
publishing (or other forms of distribution)
by the author or university reduce demand
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for the journal? Scientific publishers cannot
be expected to absorb the costs of running
articles through peer review and printing
them if they will lose most of their sales
because readers get their copies direct from
the authors (who will note proudly on their
manuscripts that the articles have been peer
reviewed and accepted by X Journal).

This issue arises in theory even if the
journals do get an assignment of the
copyright, if authors as a group are
successful at negotiating licences to
distribute their work. Even without a
licence, the author may be free after transfer
of the copyright to make at least some kinds
of distribution as a ‘fair use’.

In the United States, whether the scholar
or the university owns the copyright has not
been firmly decided. A straightforward
reading of the Copyright Act leads to the
conclusion that the university owns the
copyright (subject to negotiation with the
members of the faculty) as a work made for
hire. But at least two important judicial
decisions have found a ‘professor’s
exception’ to the work-for-hire doctrine,
based on long tradition at universities. 
Dennis S. Karjala 
Arizona State University, Tempe,
Arizona 85287-7906, USA

Who pays what in drug
development

Sir — Henry Miller1 repeats the much
quoted claim that “bringing a drug to
market in the United States now costs more
than $500 million,” adding that this is “by
far the highest price tag in the world”.

Miller’s letter gives the misleading
impression that drug companies spend
hundreds of millions of dollars on the tests
needed for US Food and Drug
Administration marketing approval. The
costs of drug development are not trivial,
but the figures Miller cites are based mostly
on estimates of the costs of preclinical
research, rather than FDA regulatory
burdens. The most detailed study of the
costs of clinical trials was a 1991 Journal of
Health Economics paper2. In 1997 prices, the
average out-of-pocket costs of clinical trials
needed for FDA approval were $25 million.
Adjusted for risk, the ‘per approval’ cost of
clinical trials was $56 million.

The $500 million figure quoted by Miller
and others adjusts these costs somewhat
higher to include ‘capital costs’ for financing
trials, but also and most importantly the
cost of preclinical research, which accounts
for 70 to 80 per cent of the total cost of drug
development in some studies.

Moreover, it is often governments rather
than the drug companies that pay for

clinical and preclinical research. For
example, according to US tax returns, from
1983 to 1993 the pharmaceutical industry
reported expenditure of only $213 million
on clinical trials for orphan drug
development. This was about $2.3 million
for each of the FDA’s 93 orphan drug
approvals during the period.
James Love
Consumer Project on Technology, PO Box 19367,
Washington, DC  20036, USA
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Guard your knowledge...
and reap the rewards

Sir — The British government’s desire to
put “the commercialization of scientific
knowledge at the heart of its industrial
policy” is timely (Nature 396, 714–715;
1998). The ideal is a seamless integration
between public and privately funded
research with scientists having interests in
both sectors.

However, what constitutes knowledge
generated from academic, publicly funded
research? Knowledge is any privileged
information which can generate or add
value to intellectual property and, when
exploited, can be sold for profit. A
conversation over coffee or a discussion at a
poster cannot be valued but nevertheless is
the transfer of knowledge. So is the perusal
of grant applications and papers submitted
for publication. At present the exploitation
of this knowledge is unregulated.

Without safeguards and procedures to
ensure that knowledge, however defined, is
properly valued, funding agencies will lose
rewards to which they should be entitled.
David Grant
Leukaemia Research Fund,
43 Great Ormond Street, London WC1N 3JJ, UK

German university
reforms misguided

Sir — Your editorial “When payment by
results is a sensible approach” was ill-
informed and superficial (Nature 396, 393;
1998). You highlighted suggestions from
Germany’s University Rectors’ Conference
(HRK) that new performance-dependent
criteria should be applied to universities to
increase efficiency and cut costs: that the
pay of senior academics should be
performance dependent, and that lifetime
tenure should be abolished.

These suggestions would exacerbate the

problems. First, it is true that German
professors receive a sum of money for
running costs which is not dependent on
their research performance. However, often
this sum barely covers the costs of teaching
and departmental maintenance which are
aggravated by service costs for large
equipment as required by law. Running a
modern research programme on this
money is generally out of the question.

Second, a performance-dependent scale
that is partially indexed by the amount of
external funding is a questionable criterion.
Within Germany there is a large pool of
industrial money which is extensively used
by academics. However, many of these
collaborative grants are scientifically
mundane and unchallenging. The criteria
for success in winning such a grant are
fundamentally different to those for public-
sector grants. At present the only funding
source that guarantees scientific excellence
is the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft,
which is coming increasingly under
financial pressure. So, judging performance
solely by the amount of external funding
would drag German science in the
direction of mediocrity.

Another major difficulty is the
assignment of performance indexing to a
body within the university. Major decisions
in German universities are often highly
political and subjective. At present, this
situation is usually tolerable as the personal
status of the individual is not open to
influence. The HRK suggestions seek to
change this. I dread to think of the
incestuous consequences this would bring.

The suggestion that tenure should be
abolished to improve efficiency is at best
surprising. All other European countries
award tenure to academics on the
assumption that, despite possible negative
consequences, it is essential to ensure long-
term planning for scientific programmes.

Many see the HRK developments as a
political manoeuvre on the part of the
technical high schools (Fachhochschulen),
which are essentially teaching
establishments, to attain full university
status without having to fulfil the present
requirements for research excellence. This
has been a point of contention for years, as
salaries in the Fachhochschulen are slightly
lower than in the universities but would
become equal under the HRK
recommendations because the university
professorial salary would be lowered.

The real problems facing university
academics are that research groups are
often too large and run on an imperialistic
basis, and that funding opportunities for
young scientists to organize independent
research groups are too limited.
Robin Ghosh
Institute of Biology, University of Stuttgart,
Pfaffenwaldring 57, D-70550 Stuttgart, Germany
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